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RIGHTEOUS AMONG THE 
NATIONS

• Righteous among the nations is an 
honorific used by the State of         
Israel to describe non-jews who 
risked their lives during holocaust

• There are lot of righteous all over the 
world, and they are awarded since 
1962

• Who is awarded has some privileges



THE ROLE OF CHURCH DURING 
HOLOCAUST

• The catholic church played an 
important role in the rescue of 
many jews from being killed

• The church and the priests 
provides false documents, and 
hides thousand of people into 
monasteries, convents and schools

• In France, Italy and Belgium, 
catholic underground network were 
particurarly active, one the most 
famous is the Assisi network



THE ROLE OF CHURCH DURING 
HOLOCAUST

• Catholic bishops and pope Pius 
XI protests to anti-semitic 
actions 

• Pope Pius was criticized to 
accept the deportation of jews in 
Rome but that’s not true

• Some documents demonstrated 
that the pope saved more than 
11000 jews



GINO BARTALI
• Bartali carried false documents 

inside his bicycle tubes to help 
Jews get an a new identity. 

• This activity started thanks to his 
collaboration with the DELASEM 
clandestine organisation.



GINO BARTALI
• But it is also important to 
remember that the historical 
Michele Sarfatti has strongly 
questioned the truthfulness 

of this facts.
• He showed and said that  the 

source of the information 
wasn’t reliable, but that 

probably it was just 
imagination.



OSKAR SCHINDLER
• Born in Svitavy (Moravia) in 

1908

• It was an area controlled 
Austro-Hungaric Empire

• 1939, he entered in the Nazis 
faction



OSKAR SCHINDLER
• During Poland invasion, 

Schindler moved to Cracow

• He bought a factory and hosted 
jews

• The jews lived in the factory and 
nazis didn’t find them

• The Nazis arrested him 3 times, 
but with no proof



OSKAR SCHINDLER
• October 1944, Emalia moved in 

Moravia

• He wrote the Schindler’s list

• No-one took those jews

• Emalia worked for Nazis



OSKAR SCHINDLER
• 1949, Schindler and his wife 

moved to Argentina

• 1962, Israel recognized Schindler 
right among the Nations 

• 1972, he died poor in Germany

• He saved 800 men and 300/400 
women




